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This letter fs in response to your letter, 4400-82-L-0110, dated ·
July 6, 1982, in which you forwarded the safety evaluation ,Pfport (SER)
to support the Control Rod Drive Mechanis• (CRDM) •Quick look" c...ra
inspection. The "Quick look" ca~ra inspection involves the venting
of the noncondensfble gases in the pressure vessel and RCS gas spaces,
the reduction of reactor coolant syste. (RCS) pressure to atl0spher1c.
the lowering of the RCS water level, the disconnection of a CRDM leadscrew ind insertion of the caMera. Accordingly, we have reviewed the
following safety-related issues associated with the Quick look Progr.. :
(1) the potential releases of radioactive .. terial to the reactor building
atmosphere and to the offsite environs, (2) the potential for a criticality
within the RCS pressure boundary,. (3) the effects of RCS dratndown on the
decay heat reMOval fro• the pressure vessel, (4) the potential for a boron
dilution incident, (5) the potential for a co•bust1ble gas burn in the
reactor building, (6) the expected occupational exposure, and (7) the
effect on RCS chemistry of exposing reactor coolant to the atlosphere.
Our review included the Quick look SER as well as the detailed operating
procedures which will be utilized to i•ple~ent the Quick Look progra•.
It is our understanding that additional caMera insertions ..Y be conducted fn the future, based on the results of this progra•, and our review
would apply to those future efforts.
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Releases of Radioactive Material
You have conservatively estimated that the total quantity of Kr-85 in the
RCS available for release is 30 Ci, based on a Kr-85 concentration of
0.07 uCi/cc in the RCS and an RCS vapor space of 190 ft 3. Based on the
pressure response to makeup to the RCS, the best estiute of the vapor
space fn the RCS i s approximately 50 ft 3 and the latest measur.-ents of
Kr-85 fn the RCS are below detectable levels (f.e., less than 1.7 x lo-3
uCf/cc) . Thus, the actual concentration of Kr-85 fn the RCS is at least
an order of ~agni tude below that assumed fn your analysis and the assW~td
inventory of 30 Ci of Kr-85 adequately bounds the potential releases to
the reactor bufldfng atmosphere. We understand that the vented gas wfll
be transported fn the building, via installed tubing, to a location fn one
of the •D• rings for discharge in an area which fs away from the workforce.
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Further, the discharge fro. the vent line will be into a larger line,
equipped with a blower. for rapid dilution and dispersion of the vented
gas. The diluted gas fro• the larger line will discharge into the space
which is exhausted by the reactor building purge syst•. The reactor
building purge systell exhaust will be filtered and 10nitored prior to
release to the environ~ent via the plant stack. In vtew of the capability
of the purge .systell (i.e., 20,000 cfll) to replace the building a~sphere
approxt .. tely once every hour, there is little rfsk to the workers 1n
building froll vented Kr-85 and the esti .. ted offsite release of Kr-85
is well within technical specification li•its.
Recrtticality Within the RCS
We have reviewed the criticality analysis provided tn the Quick Look SER
and find that the results are consistent with the findings of previous
studies of the potential for TMI-2 recrtticality. These studies all
conclude that there is a substantial .. rgin of existing shutdown reactivity tn the TMI-2 reactor coolant syst.. which is aore than adequate
to •tttgate the consequences of any credible core fuel configuration,
including that which could result fro• disconnecting the CRDM leadscrew.
Decay Heat R.-oval Capability
The current decay helt in the TMI-2 core is approxt.. tely 45 kw and the
average incore reactor ~oolant tt.lperature 1,~ lt•ited by operating procedures
to 170 Of. Decay heat h raoved by losses .\G allbient atr. The pa'rttal
draindown of the RCS wtll reduce the effective area for convective heat
....oval to the air circulating in the reactor building and the average
reactor coolant temperature tn the pressure vessel ..y. rise a few degrees
during the period of Quick Look activities. However, we expect this
teMperature rise to be •ini.,l for several reasons. First, the Quick
look progra• will be conducted over a relatively short tile period
(approxt~tely 1 week). Following c~pletfon of the Quick Look, the RCS
will be pressurized and refilled to the water-soltd condition. (Based on
the results of this first visual exa•inatton, there ..Y well be additional
ca..ra insertions fn the future and the experience related to decay heat
re10val will be factored into these exa•tnatfons.) Second, the average
tncore te•perature is approxt .. tely 100 Of and, thus, a large .. rgin exists
between the actual tellperature and the procedure lf•it. Lastly, the rate
of teMperature rise tn the pressure vessel is dependent on the ~ra!ure
of the reactor build ing at.osphere. The a•bfent ~r~ ture in the building ts relatively cool, in the range of 70 to 75 Of, and the core heat-up
rate is correspondingly low. A conservative fnterpretatfon of the decay
heat analysts curves tn your SER indicates thlt the average i ncore te~per
ature would not rise more than 25 Of during the one week effort. Further,
in the event of unexpected te.,.rature increases. there 1s adequate Hcltup
decay heat reMOval capabil i ty by initiating feed and bleed to the RCS,
refill of the RCS, or operation of the Mint Decay Heat R..oval (MOHR)
sys telll.
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Potential For Boron Dilution
We have reviewed the ..asures that you describe for prevention and ~anitor
ing of boron dilution during Quick Look activities and the corrective actions
you can take to assure subcriticality in the event of a dilution incident.
You will prevent boron dilution by leakage fro• the secondary systa through
the stea• generator tubes to the pri•ry systeta by requiring the secondary
side water level to be lower than the pri.. ry side level to assure 1 preferential leakage pathway. You have taken ..asures to isolate those systllls
(e.g., d..fneralfzed water, .akeup and. purification) which interface the
RCS by tagging isolation valves (shut) and pu.ps (off) and re~aving piping
spool pieces where possible. The positions of all valves that provide
isolation fro• the RCS will be confi~d every 24 hours. Storage tanks
that provide a potential source of dilution water will be 10nftored every
24 hours to assure a constant water level fn the tanks.
The water level in the RCS will be .onitored with an installed level IOnitorlng syst.. during the Quick Look to provide early detection of any unplanned
additions to (or losses fro•) the sys~ and pe~it corrective action (e.g.,
termination of Quick Look activities, addition of borated water).
Potential For Co•bustible Gas Burn
The venting of the RCS prior to "pressurization and lowering of the water
level will result in the discharge of hydrogen to the reactor building atiOsphere. We have reviewed your procedures for the prevention of a colbustible
gas burn fn the building during the venting. As previously stated above in
the discussion of Releases of Radioactive Material. the venting of hydrogen
fro• the RCS wfll 6i fnto a dflutfon fiow strea• with 1 dilution factor of
at least 25. The discharge will take place in an area away frOM working
personnel (inside one of the •o• rings) . There will be no sources of
ignition near the a~ea of hydrogen discharge as the discharge will effectively occur in a confined pipe duct.
Lastly. the reactor building purge syst.. will be operating to prevent the
bufld~p of any hydrogen gas inside the building.
Occupational Exposure
You have estimated that the occupational exposure resulting froM the Quick
Look wfll range fro• SO to 150 •n-r•, based on approxi.. tely 300 ..n-hours
of in-contain~ent work. Based on a recent evaluation by the TMIPO staff of
the average exposure rates expected fro• perfo,.ing work in the react«J
building (ZOO mr../hr.), we expect that the in-contain~ent work will result
in approximately 60 man-r.. of occupational exposure.
RCS Chetai s try
ned to the atMosphere during the Quick look and there is
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'· the potential for sa.e oxygen fro• the ~~sphere to dfss~lve in .the reactor
coolant. Oxygen can aid in the corrosiotla of sysu. ~ufaces • ._However, the actual surface .area of reactor coolant tllh·ich wi ll be xposed to "the amosphere
is very s•ll as only that coolant tn ·the one CRDM w 1 be. exposed. -- The
di.-eter of the exposed opening is_less than 2 inches. Thus, the rate of
oxygen bufldup in the RCS 1s expected 'to be •infllll and we do not expect
a significant increase in th! dissolved oxygen fn the coolant.
We conclude that the Quick Look can be conducted i n a -safe •nner with the
.easures and precautions provided for each of the .. jor activities -(i.e. ,
venting. depressurization, water level lowering, lead screw r.-oval, and
ca.era insertion) associated with the Quick Look and that there is little
risk to the offsite public and the occupational workforce f~ the conduct
of this progra•. AlJ of the Quick Look activities are within the scope of
those analyzed in ·the PElS. The Quick Look will provide the first visual
evidence of_ conditions inside-the reactor vessel and will -aid .f_n the planning
of core dtsasse~ly. The Quick Look can be perfo~d following fonaal approval
by NRC of the operating procedures currently under review ._
Sincerely,

l

--

Bernard J. Snyde-r , Progra• Director
Three Mfle Island Progra• Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: L. King
J. Larson _
See attached l i st
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